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This best-selling Ford automotive history/encyclopedia contains descriptive text and photographs

chronicling Ford Motor Company automobiles from 1896 up through 1993. Filled cover-to-cover with

photographs from private collections, publicity photos, and photographs from various clubs. This

comprehensive Ford history delivers dozens of nostalgic photographs of early Ford models and

describes the history surrounding them in detailed captions. An amazing encyclopedia youÃ„â€ ll

turn to again and again
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This best-selling Ford automotive history/encyclopedia contains descriptive text and photographs

chronicling Ford Motor Company automobiles from 1896 up through 1993. Filled cover-to-cover with

photographs from private collections, publicity photos, and photographs from various clubs. This

comprehensive Ford history delivers dozens of nostalgic photographs of early Ford models and

describes the history surrounding them in detailed captions. An amazing encyclopedia

youÃƒâ€žÃ‚â€ ll turn to again and again

I was a little disappointed that there were no colored pictures in this book. But when I realized there

were no trucks included I was really taken aback . 90 years of Ford with NO trucks. Come on guys !

Lots of pictures and production information but not well researched. There are numerous errors in



the period for which I'm familiar, so I assume that they are throughout the book. Some pictures are

the wrong year.

A must have for anyone's Ford information collection.

thank you

The book looked like a new one, was packed securely and was received promptly.Excellent

experience and would highly recommend.

Yes, this book is packed full of facts and photos that will delight any Ford enthusiast and it will

provide hours of interesting reading.Having said that, it is also the most poorly edited book I have

ever read. Seemingly every page has numerous errors of every type. Not just simple typo's. Many

pages include photos of vehicles that are mis-named or from a model year covered in another

chapter (a 1974 LTD being marked as a 1973 for example). The author's spelling, grammar and

syntax is poor (note to George Dammann, when making a comparison of two things, use "more"

and "less", not "most" and "least").In the beginning of at least one chapter, the opening text columns

are in the wrong order, making the reader sift through everything to read properly.If you can

overlook all of this, the book is enjoyable. But you may end up wondering what other errors are

contained in the book, besides the ones that jump out.

I really liked the book. The author details each manufactured version and that's what I was looking

for. Personally "Crestline" is the best. Greetings.

This is a book sure to delight any Ford lover and especially anyone who loves classic Fords. The

photographs are a major bonus. Readers get treated to some really cool pictures of some really

serious cars, e.g. Ford Falcons and soaring Thunderbirds.I like the way the equipment and number

of automobiles manufactured is included. I also really liked some of the classic photographs, such

as a beautiful 1961 Ford Falcon in a showroom and sale pictures as well. This is a comprehensive,

well researched book that certainly lives up to the classic Ford slogan, "Drive a Ford! It's a Better

Idea!"
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